Magical place for muggles

Inside E. Village’s ‘Harry’ coffee shop

A ‘Harry Potter’-inspired coffee shop called Suzanne Hathaway officially opened its doors on Wednesday, introducing a small world of Gothic witches and ‘Harry Potter’ fans to the East Village.

The shop at 56 1/2 E. Sixth St. is full of antique dolls, old scissors, like a 75-year-old snafed out and an aerial bar, real witch posters and an Irish candlestick from the 1930s that streams in the window all day.

We went to its grand opening on Wednesday to get a glimpse into the spooky space. Here’s what you’ll find inside.

Taco Electrico

The Union Square bar is throwing a party with Casamigos tequila starting at 10 p.m. Enjoy $7 cocktails plus passed tacos for an hour. 201 Park Ave. S.

Margarita Specials

Friday is Margarita Happy Hour at the Hudson Bar, where El Charro will offer a $4 margarita with a custom papel picado margarita by the signature Casamigos margarita. Other drinks include a blood and honey margarita or a signature jalapeno margarita (with wings on the half-hour for $2).

Taco Electrico

Hudson Bar

Get $7 margaritas or the house-made (nearly) $9 cocktail, the Hudson Harbor, from 5-7 p.m. Mondays this month with the signature Casamigos margarita. Drinks include a blood and honey margarita or a signature jalapeno margarita (with wings on the half-hour for $2).

Ed’s Lobster Bar

Hudson Bar

Get $7 margaritas or the house-made (nearly) $9 cocktail, the Hudson Harbor, from 5-7 p.m. Mondays this month with the signature Casamigos margarita. Drinks include a blood and honey margarita or a signature jalapeno margarita (with wings on the half-hour for $2).
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Get $7 margarita...